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Abstract This paper presents a new linguistic resource for the generation
of paraphrases in Portuguese, based on the lexicon-grammar framework. The
resource components include (i) a lexicon-grammar based dictionary of 2.100
predicate nouns co-occurring with the support verb ser de (‘be of’), such as in
ser de uma ajuda inestimável (‘be of invaluable help’); (ii) a lexicon-grammar
based dictionary of 6.000 predicate nouns co-occurring with the support verb
fazer (‘do’ or ‘make’), such as in fazer uma comparação (‘make a comparison’);
and (iii) a lexicon-grammar based dictionary of 5.000 human intransitive adjectives, co-occurring with the copula verbs ser and/or estar (‘be’), such as
in ser simpático (‘be kind’) or estar entusiasmado (‘be enthusiastic’). A set of
local grammars explore the properties described in these linguistic resources,
enabling a variety of text transformation tasks for paraphrasing applications.
The paper highlights the complementary and synergistic components and inA. Barreiro
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tegration efforts, and presents some preliminary evaluation results on the inclusion of such resources in the eSPERTo paraphrase generation system.
Keywords Language Generation Resources · Paraphrasing · LexiconGrammar · Paraphrase Generator · Portuguese

1 Introduction
Several linguistic experiments have shown the benefits of using expert-crafted,
large-coverage dictionaries and grammars in software applications that can
parse sentences and produce paraphrases. Port4NooJ is a publicly available
library of linguistic resources that contains lexica and grammars, cohesively
integrated into a larger resource used in paraphrasing, among other natural language processing applications, including translation from and into Portuguese. Port4NooJ formalizes the standard vocabulary of the Portuguese language with a description at the lexical, morphological, syntactic and semantic
levels. The availability of these resources enables to generate paraphrases of
support verb constructions (e.g., paraphrasing the verbal construction with
the equivalent nominal construction and vice-versa, or alternation between
the support verb and other stylistic or aspectual verbs), active and passive
constructions, adverbial compounds, relatives and participles, among a wide
variety of paraphrasing capabilities.
The kick-start Port4NooJ linguistic resources derive from the OpenLogos
English–Portuguese bilingual dictionary. OpenLogos is an open source derivative of the commercial Logos system underpinned on the Logos Model (Scott,
2003, 2018; Barreiro et al, 2011). OpenLogos is downloadable from the DFKI
website1 and a demo of the system is also available for testing at the INESC-ID
Lisboa website.2
The OpenLogos bilingual resources were converted into the NooJ format
and enhanced with new properties including derivational, morpho-syntactic
and semantic relations, which allow for the generation of different types of
paraphrases for Portuguese (Barreiro, 2009). The paraphrase generator is based
on the NooJ’s linguistic environment (Silberztein, 2015, 2016). NooJ has been
created as a support platform to develop linguistic resources and process texts
in French (Silberztein, 1993). Among other components, these resources include a large coverage dictionary containing standard vocabulary substantiated by the lexicon-grammar theory. Over the years, NooJ has become an
interoperable electronic multilingual environment currently formalizing and
serving over 20 languages, and public resources have been made available for
each one of these languages, allowing the development of lexica and grammars
conceived for different purposes, among others, to establish relationships between semantically related elements, for morphological, syntactic and semantic
analysis, disambiguation, identification of multiword units, paraphrasing and
1
2

http://logos-os.dfki.de/
http://www.hlt.inesc-id.pt/openlogos/demo.html.
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translation. One of the most interesting and distinctive characteristics of NooJ
is that it parses discontinuous multiword units effectively, making it a powerful
tool for language generation. Port4NooJ, as well as NooJ resources for each
language module, is based on lexicon-grammar.
Lexicon-grammar is a theoretical and methodological framework developed
by Gross (1975, 1982) and based on the transformational operator grammar by
Harris (1952, 1965, 1968, 1991). The principle underlying the lexicon-grammar
is that the unit of meaning is not the word, but the elementary sentence, which
is composed of a predicate and its arguments. Within the lexicon-grammar
framework, researchers have been studying systematically different types of
linguistic phenomena, especially in the Romance languages, often with an
explicit computational processing purpose in mind. Lexicon-grammar tables
describe and formalize phenomena like verb, noun, and adjective predicate
constructions, including multiword units (support verb constructions, phrasal
verbs, idioms, etc.). The lexicon-grammar theory is particularly suitable for
the recognition and generation of paraphrastic knowledge, since it is based
on the Harrisian notion of transformation, concerning the equivalence relation
between sentences having the same content-words (or morphemes) and the
same amount of distributional information, thus conveying the same overall
meaning. Also, the systematic description of predicates in different languages
allows for multilingual studies, particularly translation (Barreiro, 2009).
In our approach, the Port4NooJ dictionaries describe a set of syntacticsemantic constructions, and the set of lexically-dependent transformations
they allow, making it possible to establish linguistically motivated relations
between equivalent utterances associated with the same predicates. Port4NooJ
includes linguistic resources, such as: (i) a large coverage dictionary with over
40,000 Portuguese lemma entries and respective English correspondents (also
known as ‘transfers’), which generates a dictionary of inflected forms with
over one million entries; (ii) morphological rules to formalize and document
Portuguese inflectional and derivational descriptions; (iii) local grammars for
named entity recognition, pattern recognition and disambiguation, inflection
and generation of multiword units; (iv) transformational grammars for paraphrasing and translation. In the core of the Port4NooJ bilingual Portuguese–
English dictionary, the syntactic-semantic information assigned to each entry
validates the linguistic relation between the terms in both languages making it
a unique resource for machine translation. The addition of transfers for other
languages are easily implemented, since they already exist in the Logos system
and are publicly available in OpenLogos (Barreiro et al, 2014).
This paper focuses on the description of three new components of Port4
NooJ v3.1, incorporated to strengthen and enhance eSPERTo’s paraphrastic
capabilities. These new components include lexicon-grammar based dictionaries of predicate nouns co-occurring with the support verbs ser de (‘be of’) and
fazer (‘do’ or ‘make’), and of human intransitive adjectives, such as entusiasmado (‘enthusiastic’); and sets of local grammars that explore the syntactic,
semantic and transformational properties of these nouns and adjectives for
paraphrasing.
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All Port4NooJ components interact among them. Although Port4NooJ resources require refinement and enlargement, there is no other public resource
for Portuguese that incorporates such a wide range of linguistic knowledge.
These resources are being explored for paraphrasing tasks in the scope of the
project eSPERTo3 , described in Section 2. For its potential and unique characteristics, the availability of its resources appears to be useful for the Portuguese
language processing community. The complete set of linguistic resources can
be downloaded from the NooJ website.4

2 The eSPERTo Project
eSPERTo is an acronym for ‘System of Paraphrasing for Editing and Revision
of Text’ (in Portuguese, Sistema de Parafraseamento para Edição e Revisão
de Texto). The main objective of the project eSPERTo is the development of
a web-based paraphrasing system, i.e. a system that recognizes and generates
equivalent forms of expression. In Portuguese, the word esperto also means
‘smart’. The project name was chosen because it retains a central idea that
symbolizes and represents what is intended of the paraphrasing system developed within the project, i.e. that it is linguistically intelligent, sophisticated,
and context-sensitive. Therefore, eSPERTo is a ‘smart system’ in the sense
that it contains semantic ‘understanding’, not only lexical or syntactic knowledge. Among other functions, the platform includes text-editing mechanisms,
which provide a variety of alternatives for each expression, allowing the user
to choose among several suggestions that can be immediately applied to text.
The development of eSPERTo is twofold, with on the one hand the development of a context-sensitive and linguistically enhanced paraphrase generator
that recognizes both syntactic-semantic units, and frozen and semi-frozen expressions, and transforms them into semantically equivalent constructions or
expressions, and on the other hand, the development of a new hybrid technique that combines statistics and linguistic knowledge for identifying and
generating new and increasingly more complex paraphrases.
Currently, eSPERTo is integrated in an interactive web-based application
that provides paraphrastic suggestions (or alternatives) to illustrate their potential impact into derivative applications. As this tool evolves, it is envisaged
that its resources will be used in text production and revision and Portuguese
language learning. The utility of eSPERTo’s paraphrasing capabilities has been
explored in two other application scenarios described in Mota et al (2016):
(i) in a question-answering system to increase the linguistic knowledge of an
intelligent conversational virtual agent, and (ii) in a summarization tool to assist the paraphrasing task. However, the new resources herein described have
not been integrated and evaluated in any of these applications yet. Another
proposed application involves the construction of a dataset of paraphrastic
3
4

http://esperto.hlt.inesc-id.pt/
http://www.nooj-association.org/
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contrasts among the distinct varieties of the Portuguese language, an indispensable resource for variety adaptation (or conversion), i.e., for dealing with
cultural, linguistic and stylistic differences between varieties, which we have
already demonstrated in some experimental studies (cf. Barreiro and Mota
(2018), Rebelo-Arnold et al (2018), and Barreiro et al (2019)). The undertaken
efforts are in line with the work of Janssen et al (2018) to create the Pluricentric Corpus of the Portuguese Language (CPLP Corpus), which aims to
provide comparable corpora for the national varieties of the countries where
Portuguese is an official language. Santos (2014) and Santos (2015b) also discuss the creation of an international standard of Portuguese, but on a much
broader and visionary way where the differences lose significance - they should
not even be marked - and the similarities strengthen the idea that there is
only one Portuguese, the International Portuguese.
Figure 1 illustrates the application of Port4NooJ resources, dictionaries
and transformational grammars, to generate paraphrases that can be selected
from eSPERTo. The examples show the three distinct linguistic phenomena
discussed in this paper: predicate nouns with the support verbs fazer (‘do’
or ‘make’) and ser de (‘be of’), and human intransitive adjectives, such as
iraquiano (‘Iraqi’) or ousado (‘bold/daring’). For the sentence Recentemente,
a professora iraquiana foi de uma grande ousadia quando fez o protesto à porta
da universidade. (‘Recently, the Iraqi teacher was very bold when she made
the protest at the university door.’), eSPERTo provides several suggestions
that can contribute to paraphrase this sentence in several possible ways. For
example, the main sentence, a professora iraquiana foi de uma grande ousadia
(‘the Iraqi teacher was very bold’, literally ‘the Iraqi teacher was of a great
boldness/daring’) can be paraphrased as houve na professora iraquiana uma
grande ousadia (‘there was great boldness/daring by the Iraqi teacher’) or
as a professora iraquiana teve uma grande ousadia (‘the Iraqi teacher had a
great (dose of) boldness/daring’), by applying the transformational properties
of the predicate noun co-occurring with the support verb ser de (‘be of’), and
converting it into its semantically equivalent verbs houve (‘there was’) or teve
(‘had’). Furthermore, the support verb construction fez o protesto (‘made the
protest’) can be replaced by the verb protestou (‘protested’). Also, the human
intransitive adjective iraquiana (‘Iraqi’) can be replaced by any of the following equivalents: que é iraquiana (‘who is Iraqi’); que é do Iraque (‘who is from
Iraq’); de origem iraquiana (‘from Iraqi origin’); de naturalidade iraquiana
(‘whose country of birth is Iraq’); nascida no Iraque, (‘born in Iraqi’), de nacionalidade iraquiana (‘from Iraqi nationality’); and do Iraque (‘from Iraq’).
All the suggestions illustrated in the figure have in common the sharing of
properties between semantically related words or the establishment of links
to paradigmatic alternatives enabling the meaning of the sentence to remain
unchanged. This is just one simple example of the positive effects that a paraphrasing system can have in applications such as language teaching, providing
the students with the skills and knowledge to expand their vocabulary, learn
grammar, i.e., syntactic functions, be more creative by having access to a
wider range of expressing means and develop better improvising and inter-
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preting skills. Interactive paraphrasing tools of this type are very motivating
and pedagogical, because they permit an enormous interaction on the part of
the students and users in general, a feature that is increasingly more popular in
e-learning, but also very valuable in modern classroom learning and teaching
methods in computer-based environments.

Fig. 1 eSPERTo’s paraphrastic suggestions for a simple sentence involving predicate nouns
with the support verbs ser de (‘be of’) and fazer (‘do’ or ‘make’) and the human intransitive
adjective iraquiana (‘Iraqi’).

3 Related Work
The idea of establishing relationships among semantically-related words of
different parts-of-speech has been addressed in the field of linguistics since its
early days, having its scientific roots in structural linguistics (Harris, 1952,
1965, 1981) (Gross, 1975, 1981). From the application standpoint, the first
commercial machine translation systems were presented with challenges at
the morpho-syntactic and semantic level, which developers had to face at an
early stage in order to produce correct translations. Requirements of machine
translation models, such as the Logos Model (Scott, 2018), illustrate how early
commercial machine translation systems tackled natural language generation,
namely paraphrasing challenges, playing an important role in implementing
transformations of the type described in this paper. For example, the need to
transform predicate nouns (‘process nouns’ in Logos terminology) into verbs
and vice-versa was already felt in the 1970s during the development of the
original English–Vietnamese machine translation system, where the basis for
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dictionaries with so-called ‘alternate word classes’ has been established. As
sustained in Scott (2018), the Vietnamese language does not easily support
expressions like He made a sudden move to the left, preferring the more direct
sentence He moved suddenly to the left. Logos developers had to be able to
transform the English parts of speech to their alternative forms in the very
early stages. Many other languages behave like Vietnamese, and paraphrasing
is indispensable in (machine) translation and any language generation task.
Inspired in the Logos Model, but developed within the lexicon-grammar
framework (Gross, 1975) and supported by NooJ, Barreiro (2009) established
a methodology to create links among verbs, predicate nouns, and predicate adjectives, and between adjectives and adverbs, and so on, which is suitable for
the generation of paraphrases. Our initial implementation efforts started with
the linguistic phenomenon of support verb constructions. These constructions
have been studied systematically for a long time in lexicon-grammar both from
a monolingual and a bilingual perspective. Support verb constructions have
been formalized in contrastive studies for English and French (Salkoff, 1990,
1999), which are of crucial importance namely in machine translation studies.
In this paper, we concentrate on the monolingual perspective, on which practical analytic formalization of support verb constructions in the Romance languages have been presented by several authors (Silberztein, 1993; D’Agostino
and Elia, 1998; Vietri, 2004; Laporte and Voyatzi, 2008). Two sets of linguistic
resources for NooJ worth mentioning, which use lexicon-grammar derived dictionaries, were developed by Machonis (2010) for English, and by Vietri (2010)
for Italian. The former presents a dictionary derived from lexicon-grammar
tables of transitive and neutral phrasal verbs, which are used to identify this
type of constructions in texts with and without insertion. The author corroborates that, on the one hand, NooJ is a very powerful tool for parsing
compound expressions that involve insertion, such as English phrasal verbs,
and, on the other hand, a lexicon-grammar of phrasal verbs can help distinguish prepositional usage from true particles in natural language processing.
The later refined the linguistic analysis of the idioms, formalized in one of her
13 lexicon-grammars, by deriving a NooJ dictionary from a table that contains 900 idioms with the structure N0 essere in C, where essere (‘to be’) is a
support verb, and in C is a frozen or semi-frozen prepositional phrase starting
with the preposition in (‘in’).
Most studies on support verb constructions outline the representation of
argument mapping relations between a support verb and a nominalization or
an autonomous predicate noun, i.e. a predicate noun not morpho-syntactically
associated with neither a verb nor an adjective (Ranchhod, 1983, 1990; Baptista, 2005a,b; Chacoto, 2005). Other studies for Portuguese focus on predicate
adjective constructions (Casteleiro, 1981; Carvalho, 2007). Some fruitful efforts
have been undertaken to integrate and improve these dispersed linguistic resources developed within the lexicon-grammar framework. For example, Mota
et al (2015) integrated the lexicon-grammar of human intransitive adjectives
formalized by Carvalho (2007) into Port4NooJ, and showed how the properties
contained in the lexicon-grammar tables can be used in paraphrasing tasks,
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as illustrated in Section 4.3. After the first steps of this integration succeeded,
a pilot integration project has been carried out to complementary lexicongrammars, including the lexicon-grammar of predicate nouns that co-occur
with the support verb fazer (‘do’ or ‘make’), formalized by Chacoto (2005),
and the lexicon-grammar of predicate nouns that co-occur with ser de (‘be
of’), formalized by Baptista (2000, 2005b), both described in more detail further ahead (Sections 4.1 and 4.2). Figure 2 illustrates a lexicon-grammar table
for ser de (‘be of’).

Fig. 2 Lexicon-grammar table for ser de (‘be of ’)

Furthermore, Rassi et al (2014) and Rassi et al (2015) describe the first
attempts to integrate and use information formalized in a lexicon-grammar
of Brazilian Portuguese predicate nouns with the support verb dar (‘give’)
in a natural language processing system, namely into STRING5 (Mamede
et al, 2012), a hybrid statistical and rule-based pipeline for natural language
processing of Portuguese. By the same time, Baptista et al (2014) and Baptista
et al (2015) discuss lexical and parsing issues of integrating a lexicon-grammar
of verbal idioms, such as bater a bota (‘kick the bucket’). More than 2,000 rules
were created semi-automatically for ten formal classes of verbal idioms.
The lexicon-grammar methodology is a labor intensive endeavour that will
not produce results fast: linguists need to build a lexicon-grammar first and
then to develop the companion grammars that could explore the information described in those resources. However, the transformational nature of the
lexicon-grammar makes it ideal to generate paraphrases involving the expressions they describe. It is a linguistically-oriented natural language generation
process. It contrasts with the corpora driven approaches that take advantage
of machine learning algorithms and statistical analysis to rapidly detect paraphrastic pairs (Shinyama and Sekine, 2003; Paşca and Dienes, 2005; Grycner
and Weikum, 2016; Mayhew et al, 2020). While corpora driven approaches
usually detect paraphrastic relations among sequences of words that occur
in those corpora, our approach suggests different ways of rewriting a given
sequence based on the morpho-syntactic and semantic properties of that sequence. Pershina et al (2015) propose a new method to identify whether two
idiomatic expressions are paraphrases in a corpus of SMS and tweets. Regarding Portuguese in particular, Souza and Sanches (2019) use sentence embed5

https://string.hlt.inesc-id.pt/
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dings to detect whether two sequences of arbitrary sizes are paraphrases of
one another, and Gamallo and Pereira-Fariña (2019) describe various unsupervised methods based on distributional models and dependency parsing to
detect textual semantic similarity. Unlike ours, the aforementioned research
works focus on the identification and not on the generation of paraphrases.
4 Lexicon-Grammar Resources for Paraphrase Generation
This Section describes the three main new components of Port4NooJ v3.1.
used for paraphrase generation, in particular, the lexicon-grammars of nominal
predicate constructions with the support verbs fazer and ser de (cf. Sections
4.1 and 4.2), and the lexicon-grammar of Portuguese human intransitive adjectives (cf. Section 4.3). These resources represent a consistent scientific basis
that allow the establishment of paraphrastic equivalences in Portuguese. The
paraphrases obtained via the lexicon-grammar resources are possible due to
a combination of the new resources with Port4NooJ dictionaries and grammars. From this point forward, we present the main features of each lexicongrammar, and then the transformational properties encoded therein, which are
the source for the paraphrastic equivalences found for the constructions just
mentioned. Some transformations are specific of certain support verb constructions (or even of certain lexicon-grammar classes), while others are common
to different types of support verb construction.
All paraphrases generated have in common a relationship between predicates, which can be either verbal or nominal. These predicates are often used
interchangeably without any significant difference in meaning. Predicate nouns
and adjectives have argumental selection properties like verbs. Like verbs,
predicate nouns and adjectives may require complements (e.g., ele tem desejo
de ir à praia (‘he has desire to go to the beach’) = ele está desejoso de ir à
praia (‘he is eager/desiring to go to the beach’)), or do not require any complement (e.g. ele tem (uma grande) loucura (‘he suffers from craziness’) = ele
é de uma grande loucura (‘he is of a big craziness’) = ele está louco (‘he is
crazy’)). The former are classified as transitive, and the latter as intransitive.
In addition to the restrictions imposed by predicate nouns and adjectives on
the number and type of arguments that they select, they also constrain the
nature of the support verb with which they co-occur.
4.1 Nominal Predicate Constructions with fazer (‘do’ or ‘make’)
Chacoto (2005) studied, classified and formalized the structural, distributional,
and transformational properties of nearly 3,000 predicate nouns that occur
with the support verb fazer (‘do’ or ‘make’)6 , like in O Pedro fez o desenho
de uma casa (‘Peter made the drawing of a house’).
6 Fazer is one of the most frequent verbs in Portuguese from Portugal, both in written
texts and in the spoken language. Sentences with support verb constructions are often more
frequent than sentences with the equivalent verbal constructions. This is corroborated by
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Chacoto’s systematic survey was carried out by perusing seven dictionaries
and a corpus of around five million words (Part 20 of the 180 million word corpus CETEMPúblico.7 In total, 17 lexical and syntactic subclasses have been
identified, where the predicate nouns in the lexicon are, in general, everyday
vocabulary (simple and compound nouns), with the exception of a group of
predicate nouns of the sports and medical domains. Table 1 illustrates the
breakdown of these predicate nouns by classes and their corresponding basic
syntactic structure. The main taxonomic criteria were: (i) the equivalence (or
not) of the predicate noun with a verb or adjective construction – classes of autonomous predicate nouns are indicated by C ; (ii) intransitive constructions,
i.e., predicate nouns without any complement, and constructions with one or
two prepositional complements; (iii) the preposition introducing the complement, main prepositions being, a (‘at/to’), and de (‘of’) (other prepositions
collapsed under notation Prep; (iv) distributional constraints on the subject
and prepositional complement phrases’ head noun; (v) symmetry, either between the complements, or between the subject and a complement.
Table 1 Distribution of nominal predicates with the support verb fazer (‘do/make’) by
class attribute after integration into Port4NooJ
Class
FN
FNAN
FNDNh
FNDN-hl
FNDNa
FNPN
FNDNAN
FNDNPN
FNDNPNSI
FNSI
FCSI
FND
FNQ
FCQ
Total

Count
347
542
467
2127
1079
526
295
271
104
99
49
74
11
9
6,000

%
5.8%
9.0%
7.8%
35.5%
18.0%
8.8%
4.9%
4.5%
1.7%
1.7%
0.8%
1.2%
0.2%
0.2%

Structure
N0 fazer N
N0 fazer N a N1
N0 fazer N de (Nhum)1
N0 fazer N de N1 <?>
N0 fazer N de N1 <?>
N0 fazer N Prep N1
N0 fazer N de N1 a N2
N0 fazer N de N1 Prep N2
N0 fazer N de N1 Prep N2 [symmetric]
N0 fazer N Prep N1 [symmetry]
N0 fazer C Prep N1 [symmetric]
N0 fazer N <sport>
N0 fazer N Prep QueF1
N0 fazer C Prep QueF1

4.2 Nominal Predicate Constructions with ser de (‘be of’)
Baptista (2000, 2005b) studied, classified and formalized into a lexicon-grammar the structural, distributional, and transformational properties of 2,085
predicate nouns occurring in constructions with the support verb ser de (‘be
Barreiro (2009), who showed that from a search on all sentences of the COMPARA parallel
corpus (Frankenberg-Garcia and Santos, 2003; Santos and Inácio, 2006) where the infinitive
form of fazer occurs with a noun or with a left modifier and a noun, 47% of the times the
occurrence corresponds to a support verb construction.
7 http://www.linguateca.pt/acesso/corpus.php?corpus=CETEMPUBLICO
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Table 2 Paraphrases of support verb constructions with fazer (‘do/make’)
(Complex) NP

Paraphrases

[Active S]

O Pedro fez uma viagem a Londres
Pedro went on a visit to London
A viagem que o Pedro fez a Londres
The visit that Pedro made to London
A viagem do Pedro a Londres
Pedro’s visit to London

[Rel NP]
[Active NP]
[Active S]
[Passive S]
[Rel Passive NP]
[Passive NP]

O júri fez a contagem dos votos
The jury made the vote count
A contagem dos votos foi feita pelo júri
The vote count was made by the jury
A contagem dos votos que foi feita pelo júri
The vote count that was made by the jury
A contagem dos votos por (parte de) o júri
The vote count by the jury

Dative Restructuring
[Base form]
[Restructuring]

O Pedro fez uma festa
Pedro gave a caress in
O Pedro fez uma festa
Pedro gave a caress to

no rosto da Maria
Maria’s face
à Maria (no rosto + θ)
Maria (in the face)

Symmetry
[N0 Vsup N Prep N1]
[N1 Vsup N Prep N0]
[Symmetric-Coord]

O Pedro fez um acordo com a Maria
Pedro made an agreement with Maria
A Maria fez um acordo com o Pedro
Maria made an agreement with Pedro
O Pedro e a Maria fizeram um acordo (um com o outro)
Pedro and Maria made an agreement (with each other)

Conversion
[N0 fazer N Prep N1]
[N1 Vsup-conv Prep N0]

O Paulo fez um telefonema à Maria
Paulo made a phone call to Maria
A Maria recebeu um telefonema do Paulo
Maria received a phone call from Paulo

Vsup Variant
[Vsup=fazer]
[Vasp=iniciar]
[Vsup=fazer]
[Vstyle=cometer]
[Vstyle=fazer]
[Vstyle=praticar]

O espião fez a codificação da mensagem
The spy did the codification of the message
O espião iniciou a codificação da mensagem
The spy initiated the codification of the message
O Pedro fez uma fraude
lit. Pedro made a fraud
O Pedro cometeu uma fraude
Pedro committed a fraud
O Pedro faz natação
Pedro does swimming
O Pedro pratica natação
Pedro practices swimming

Support Verb
[fazer]
[ter]
[fazer]
[dar]
[fazer]
[estar] + Prep [em]

O Pedro faz uma ideia sobre a situação política nacional
Pedro makes an idea of the national political situation
O Pedro tem uma ideia sobre a situação política nacional
Pedro has an idea of the national political situation
O professor fez uma palestra
The professor made a speech
O professor deu uma palestra
The professor gave a speech
O Pedro fez uma expedição ao Pólo Norte
Pedro made an expedition to North Pole
O Pedro esteve numa expedição ao Pólo Norte
Pedro was in an expedition to North Pole
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of’) in Portuguese from Portugal, such as in O Pedro foi de uma ajuda inestimável (‘Peter was of an invaluable help’).
Table 3 presents the breakdown of these nouns by classes and their corresponding basic syntactic structure. Like the nouns with fazer (‘do’ or ‘make’),
these classes were construed on the basis of the number or arguments (one or
two) selected by the predicate noun, the syntactic (sentential/nominal) constraints and the distributional (semantic) selection constraints on the nominal
argument slots (human/non-human). Two special classes were established, one
for the nouns selecting a body-part noun as their subject, such as A voz de
Eva é de uma maviosidade impressionante (‘Eva’s voice is of an impressive
maviosity’), and another for the symmetrical constructions, such as A é de
uma equivalência perfeita a/com B (‘A is of a perfect equivalence to/with B’).
Figure 3 illustrates a local grammar to transform the sentence O Pedro é de
um certo altruísmo (‘Pedro is of a certain altruism’) into two identical paraphrases: O Pedro tem um certo altruísmo (‘Pedro has a certain altruism’), and
Há no Pedro um certo altruísmo (‘There is in Pedro a certain altruism’), and
vice-versa.

Fig. 3 Grammar to paraphrase constructions with ser de

Table 3 Distribution of nominal predicates with the support verb ser de by class attribute
Class
SdH1
SdH2
SdNH1
SdNH2
SdNPC
SdQ0
SdQ1
SdQ2
SdSIM
Total

Count
388
54
363
30
30
820
308
37
55
2085

%
19%
3%
17%
1%
1%
39%
15%
2%
3%

Structure
(Nhum)0 ser de N
(Nhum)0 ser de N Prep N1
(Nnhum)0 ser de N
(Nnhum)0 ser de N Prep N1
(Npc de Nhum)0 ser de N
QueF0 ser de N
QueF0 ser de N Prep N1
N0 ser de N Prep QueF1
N0 ser de N Prep N1 [symmetry]
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Table 4 Paraphrases of support verb constructions with ser de
Negative Prefix

Paraphrases

[in-N]

O Pedro
Pedro is
O Pedro
Pedro is

[falta de N] ([lack of N])

é de uma certa intolerância à lactose
of a certain intolerance to lactose
é de uma certa falta de tolerância à lactose
of a certain lack of tolerance to lactose

NP Restructuring
[NP Restr]
[Restr NPN]

As formas desse de desenho são de uma certa assimetria
The forms of that drawing are of a certain asymmetry
Esse desenho é de uma certa assimetria nas suas formas
That drawing is of a certain asymmetry in its forms

[Restr Nop QueF]
(como o Pedro age)

O modo de o Pedro agir é de uma certa teimosia
Pedro’s way of acting is of a certain stubbornness
O Pedro é de uma certa teimosia no modo de agir
Pedro is of a certain stubbornness in his way of acting

[Rest Nop QueF]

O Pedro falar é de uma grande coragem
Pedro speaking is of a great courage
O Pedro é de uma grande coragem em falar
Pedro is of a great courage in speaking

Symmetry
[N0 Vsup N Prep N1]
[N1 Vsup N Prep N0]
[Symmetric-Coord]

O João é de uma certa complementaridade com a irmã
O João is of a certain complementarity with the sister
A irmã é de uma certa complementaridade com o João
The sister is of a certain complementarity with João
O João e a irmã são de uma certa complementaridade
(um com o outro)
João and the sister are of a certain complementarity
(with each other)

Classifier Noun
[Nclass=pessoa]

O Pedro
Pedro is
O Pedro
Pedro is

é um indivíduo de um certo altruísmo
an individual of a certain altruism
é de um certo altruismo
of a certain altruism

VSup Replacement
[ser de=ter]

O Pedro é de um certo altruismo
Pedro is of a certain altruism
O Pedro tem um certo altruismo
Pedro has a certain altruism

[ser de=haver]

O Pedro é de um certo altruísmo
Pedro is of a certain altruism
Há (da parte do)/no Pedro um certo altruísmo
There is a certain altruism in Pedro

[ser de=fazer]

O Pedro
Pedro is
O Pedro
Pedro is

é de uma certa gentileza (para com N1)
of a certain kindness (with N1)
faz uma/a gentileza (para com N1=lhe)
kind (with N1=him

O Pedro
Pedro is
O Pedro
Pedro is

é de uma certa cortesia (para com N1)
of a certain courtesy (towards N1)
é cortês (para com N1)
courteous (towards N1)

O Pedro
Pedro is
O Pedro
Pedro is

é de uma grande obediência aos pais
of great obedience to his parents
é-lhes de uma grande obediência
of great obedience to them

Nominalization
[ser de Npred=ser Adj]

Object Pronoun
[a N1 = Dat1]

Possessive Pronoun
[de N1 = Poss1]

(Fazer isso) é do interesse do Pedro
(To do this) is Pedro’s interest
(Fazer isso) é do seu interesse
(Doing so) is in his best interest
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4.3 Human Intransitive Adjectives

Carvalho (2007) studied, formalized, and classified the distributional properties of 4,250 human intransitive adjectives in Portuguese from Portugal based
on the lexicon-grammar methodology. Human intransitive adjectives can be
defined as predicates co-occurring with a human subject and not requiring any
complements, for example O Pedro é corajoso (‘Pedro is courageous/brave’).
These adjectives, henceforth mentioned as human adjectives, were classified
into 15 classes (Table 5), including adjectives denoting diseases, affiliations,
nationalities, and other properties, typically used to qualify human nouns.
These were sub-classified into 12 categories, based on: (i) the auxiliary verb
with which they co-occur, either ser, estar (‘be’) or both, such as O Pedro
é/*está arrogante (‘Pedro is arrogant’); O Pedro *é/está bronzeado (‘Pedro
is tanned’); O Pedro é/está alucinado (‘Pedro is hallucinated’); (ii) the possibility of accepting the indefinite construction [IC], that is, of being preceded
by the indefinite article um (‘a/an’), such as in the sentence O Pedro é (um)
arrogante (‘Pedro is (an) arrogant’); (iii) the syntactic and semantic nature
of the subject selected by each adjective, which can correspond to a human
noun (N hum), such as in O estudante foi honesto (‘The student was honest’),
a complex noun phrase involving an appropriate noun (N appdeN hum), such
as in A atitude do estudante foi honesta (‘The student’s attitude was honest’),
or to a finite or non-finite clause, such as in Que o estudante tenha assumido o
erro foi honesto da sua parte (‘The fact that the student assumed his mistake
was honest on his part’).

Table 5 Distribution of adjectives by table attribute after integration into Port4NooJ
Class
SAHP1
SAHP2
SAHP3
SAHC1
SAHC2
SAHC3
EAHP2
EAHP3
SEAHP2
SEAHP3
SEAHC2
SEAHC3
SAN
SAF
SEAD
Total

Count
818
498
435
441
238
561
137
317
209
158
62
72
676
326
203
5,151

%
16%
10%
8%
9%
5%
11%
3%
6%
4%
3%
1%
1%
13%
6%
4%

Structure
(Nhum/Napp de Nhum/QueF)0 ser Adj [-IC]
(Nhum/Napp de Nhum)0 ser Adj [-IC]
(Nhum)0 ser Adj [-ICC]
(Nhum/Napp de Nhum/QueF)0 ser Adj [+IC]
(Nhum/Napp de Nhum)0 ser Adj [+IC]
(Nhum/)0 ser Adj [+IC]
(Nhum)0 estar Adj [-IC]
(Nhum/Napp de Nhum)0 estar) Adj [-IC]
(Nhum/Napp de Nhum)0 ser/estar Adj [-IC]
(Nhum)0 ser/estar Adj [-IC]
(Nhum/Napp de Nhum)0 ser/estar Adj [+IC]
(Nhum)0 ser/estar Adj [+IC]
(Nhum)0 ser Adj [-IC]
(Nhum)0 ser Adj [±IC]
(Nhum/±Napp de Nhum)0 ser/estar Adj [±IC]
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Table 6 Paraphrases of constructions involving human intransitive adjectives
Morphologicallyrelated Predicates

Paraphrases

[Pred-Adj]

O Pedro está isolado
Pedro is isolated
O Pedro isolou-se
Pedro isolated himself
O Pedro está em isolamento
Pedro is in isolation

[Pred-Verb]
[Pred-N]
Predicate Adj’s Copula
Verbs
[Pred-Adj=ser]
[Pred-Adj=estar]
[Pred-Adj=andar]

O Pedro é afável
Pedro is gentle
O Pedro está perdido
Pedro is lost
O Pedro anda perdido
Pedro goes lost

Nationality and Affiliation Adj
[Origin-Adj]
[Nationality-Adj]
[Country-Adj]
[Membership-Adj]
[Adept-Adj]

Os rapazes são de origem portuguesa
The boys are of Portuguese origin / roots
Os rapazes são portugueses
The boys are Portuguese
Os rapazes são de Portugal
The boys are from Portugal
Os rapazes são benfiquistas
The boys are Benfica fans
Os rapazes são do Sport Lisboa e Benfica
The boys are fans of Sport Lisboa e Benfica

Cross-construction
[Cross-Adj]
[Adj-SVC]

O idiota do rapaz está sempre em apuros
The idiot of the boy is always in trouble
O rapaz é (um) idiota
The boy is (an) idiot

Appropriate Noun
[Napp de N0 ser Adj]
[Restr Napp]
= [N0 ser Adj Prep Napp]
[Prep Napp=θ]

Os comentários do rapaz foram moderados
His comments were moderated
O rapaz foi moderado nos seus comentários
He was moderated in his comments
Ele foi moderado
He was moderated

Generic Noun Phrases
[N-Adj]
[Nθ-Det-Adj]
[Nθ-Adj]

Ele é
He is
Ele é
He is
Ele é
He is

um indivíduo estúpido
a foolish individual
um estúpido
a fool
estúpido
fool
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5 From Transformational Properties to Paraphrases
The transformations described in this section give rise to the generation of
several types of paraphrase. While some transformations’ distribution is very
broad and of general use (i.e. clefting, length permutation of complements,
etc.), those referred to here are lexically constrained, in the sense that they
depend on the predicative element (noun or adjective) of the construction they
apply to, even if their distribution is wide across the lexicon-grammar. In this
way, these transformations are highly conditioned by the lexical items involved,
and cannot be predicted even given the sentence structure. On the contrary,
they have been encoded in the lexicon-grammar of the language, as it was made
in the case of the lexicon-grammars presented here. Also, some transformations
are specific of a particular sentence structure and support verb, while others
pertain to more than one type of support verb construction. Tables 2, 4, and
6 summarize the most significant transformations described and illustrated in
Sections 5.1 to 5.13.

5.1 Reduction of Support Verb Construction to Complex Noun Phrase
An important transformational process pertaining to the predicate nouns with
fazer (‘make’/‘do’) concerns the reduction of the support verb and the formation of a complex noun phrase. The noun phrase’s head is the predicate noun,
along with all its arguments as complements, within the context of a relative
clause (Gross, 1981). This operation is often called reduction of support verb
[RedVsup] or reduction of relative [RedRel]. Take an active sentence [Active
S], such as O Pedro fez uma viagem (‘Pedro made a trip’), which can be paraphrased by a relative clause, like a viagem que o Pedro fez (‘the trip that Pedro
made’). In this noun phrase, the relative pronoun and the support verb can
undergo further reduction, leaving the subject Pedro as a complement of the
predicate noun, linked by preposition de (‘of’), such as in a viagem do Pedro
(‘Pedro’s trip’). This is called an active complex noun phrase [Active NP],
and the transformation is a way of reducing to the barest form the elements
composing the semantic predicate expressed by the predicate noun and its arguments. The NP may then be inserted as an argument of a further predicate:
[A viagem do Pedro foi muito agradável (‘Pedro’s trip was very pleasant’). In
fact, any (prepositional) complement that the predicate noun may have is normally kept in the noun phrase, along with the preposition that introduces it, as
in the derivation: O Presidente fez um discurso ao país (‘The president made
a speech to the country’) = o discurso do Presidente ao país (‘The President’s
speech to the country’).
Moreover, from an active sentence such as Alguém fez a contagem dos
votos (‘Someone did the counting of the votes’, i.e. ‘the vote count’), the
corresponding passive sentence [Passive S] can be derived: A contagem dos
votos foi feita por alguém (‘The vote count was made by someone’). This,
in turn, can also become a relative clause modifying the predicate noun, A
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contagem dos votos que foi feita por alguém (‘The vote count that was made
by someone’). Passive clauses being adjective-like, the relative pronoun and
the auxiliary verb ser (‘be’) are often reduced and the past participle of the
support verb becomes a modifier of the predicate noun: A contagem dos votos
feita por alguém (‘The vote count made by someone’). But, unlike ordinary
(distributional, full) verbs, the support verb can undergo further reduction,
yielding a passive complex noun phrase [Passive NP]: A contagem dos votos
por alguém (‘The vote count by someone’).
These formal operations are all very general, and affect a large subset of
the lexicon-grammar, thus, making it possible to generate a large number of
paraphrases from the base sentence form. The verb support reduction and
formation of the complex noun phrase crucially depend on the support verb
basic sentence structure. It is a very common operation with the support
verb fazer (‘do’ or ‘make’) (Chacoto, 2005) and ter (‘have’) (Santos, 2015a)8 ,
less so with dar (‘give’) (Rassi, 2015).9 The [RedVsup] operation does not
apply altogether to the support verb estar (‘be’) (Ranchhod, 1990) and to the
support verb ser de (‘be of’) (Baptista, 2005b). In these last two construction
types, the support verb can, in fact, be zeroed, but another structure is formed,
not a noun phrase (see Section 5.10).
5.2 Dative Restructuring
Dative restructuring (Leclère, 1995) is a special case of the more general operation named noun phrase restructuring (Guillet and Leclère, 1981), which is
a very productive phenomenon, affecting not only support verb and predicate
noun constructions, but also verbal and adjectival structures. This transformation splits a complex noun phrase of the form [N a de N b ] into two constituents [N a ][a N b ], that is, the noun complement de N b is morphed into a
dative complement aNb , becoming more closely linked to the support verb.
Usually, a meronymy relation exists between Na and Nb . Though in the Harrisian framework, transformations are equivalence relations, here we assume
that the complex NP=[N a de N b ] is the base form, whose head noun (N a )
is selected by the predicate noun. This N a is the noun designating the ‘part’
element of the meronymy relation. In the case of ‘body part’ nouns (N bp),
these always imply an ‘inalienable possession’ relation with another entity
(N b ), interpreted as the ‘whole’ that the N a belongs to. For example, in the
sentence O Pedro fez uma festinha em_[_a cara da Joana]10 (‘Pedro did a
caress in the face of Joana’), the complex noun phrase is restructured into
two complements: O Pedro fez uma festinha em_[_a cara] a_[_a Joana].11
8

However, no Passive NP can be formed from constructions with the verb ter (‘have’).
Cf. Rassi et al (2012) and Rassi et al (2013), for an overview on the description of Brazilian Portuguese predicate nouns’ lexicon-grammars for these support verb constructions.
10 The underscore indicates that two lexical units (preposition and definite article), normally contracted, were split here for clarity purposes.
11 This is also a paraphrase of O Pedro fez uma festinha à Joana na cara (‘Pedro did a
caress to Joana in the face’).
9
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5.3 Symmetry Restructuring
Symmetric predicates are defined has having two arguments that play the
same semantic role in relation to that predicate; in other words, the semantic
relation between the arguments and the predicate that they depend on can
be construed as ‘symmetric’. Because of that, the arguments can both change
their syntactic slots: O Pedro fez um acordo com o João = O João fez um
acordo com o Pedro (‘Pedro made a deal with João’ = ‘João made a deal with
Pedro’); or be coordinated in the same syntactic slot: O Pedro fez um acordo
com o João = O Pedro e o João fizeram um acordo (um com o outro) (‘Pedro
made a deal with João’ = ‘Pedro and João made a deal (with each other)’),
without change of the global meaning of the sentence. Furthermore, in the
case of the coordinated structure above, the so-called echo complement (um
com o outro (‘with each other’)) is optional, which is not the case with mere
reciprocal constructions. In this sense, symmetrical predicates are ‘intrinsically
reciprocal’.
Symmetry is a pervasive property of all predicative categories (verbs, adjectives and nouns) and all types of support verb construction have one or more
symmetric lexicon-grammatical classes (see Baptista (2005a) for an overview
in Portuguese). There are least two types of symmetry: (i) subject-complement
symmetry, as in O Pedro namora com a Joana (‘Pedro is dating [with] Joana’)
= O Pedro e a Joana namoram (um com o outro) (‘Pedro and Joana are dating ([with] each other )’); and (ii) symmetry between complements, such as in
O Pedro misturou o azul com o amarelo (‘Pedro mixed the blue with the yellow’) = O Pedro misturou o azul e o amarelo (‘Pedro mixed the blue and the
yellow’).
As far as paraphrase processing is concerned, symmetric constructions imply recognizing/generating (i) sentences with distinct symmetric arguments
expressed, and (ii) sentences where the arguments have been coordinated, independently of the syntactic slot occupied by those arguments. Furthermore,
as coordinated noun phrases can give rise to plural forms, deriving the detached NPs from such plurals is not a trivial task. For example, from the
sentence O Pedro misturou bem as cores (‘Pedro mixed well the colors’, i.e.,
‘Pedro mixed the colors well’), one can derive the theoretically valid source
sentence O Pedro misturou bem uma cor com outra cor (‘Pedro mixed well
one color with another color’), however, referential information is insufficient
in the plural noun phrase to allow for a safe paraphrasing of that sentence
(more than two colors could have been mixed, for instance).

5.4 Conversion
Predicate noun constructions with two arguments often allow Conversion
(Gross, 1989), an operation where the arguments are rearranged around the
predicate noun, the later is construed with another support verb, and the
preposition introducing the complement also changes: O Pedro fez um tele-
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fonema ao João (‘Pedro made a phone call to João’) = O João recebeu um
telefonema do Pedro (‘João received a phone call from Pedro’). This operation
does not change the global meaning of the sentences, namely the semantic
roles of the arguments of the predicate noun; in both these sentences, Pedro
is the agent and João the patient/goal of the predicate noun telefonema
(‘phone call’). Rather, conversion can be used to present the process denoted
by the predicate noun in a two-fold way and provide a different salience for its
arguments; namely, it puts the non-agent argument in the salient syntactic
position of subject, while diminishing the salience of the agent argument by
framing it in a prepositional phrase complement. In this way, conversion is
similar or corresponds to the active-passive opposition, found in verbal constructions, though remaining a specific transformation of nominal predicates many support verb constructions can undergo passive as well. Active-like sentences, where the semantic role of agent is aligned with the subject syntactic
slot are called standard, while the passive-like, with a patient/goal subject,
are called converse constructions.
All major support verb constructions allow for some type of conversion.
Most prominently, constructions with the support verb dar (‘give’) are particularly apt to express the active-like orientation of the predicate. Two major
subsets have been found (Baptista, 1997): (i) those involving the standardconverse pair of support verbs dar-receber (‘give-receive’), as in O Pedro deu
um forte apoio ao João (‘Pedro gave a strong support to João’) = O João
recebeu/∗levou/∗apanhou um forte apoio do Pedro 12 (‘João received/took/got
a strong support from Pedro’); and (ii) those involving the verbs dar-levar/apanhar (‘give-receive’), as in O Pedro deu um forte soco ao João (‘Pedro gave
a strong punch to João’) = O João ?recebeu/levou/apanhou um forte soco do
Pedro (‘João got/received a strong punch from Pedro’) (cf. Section 5.5). This
is also the case with predicate nouns with ser de (‘be of’), as in O Pedro é
de uma confiança total no João (‘Pedro is of a complete trust on João’) = O
João tem a confiança total do Pedro (‘João has the complete trust of Pedro’).
By providing different salience to arguments of the same predicate, along
with different surface ordering of the sentence main elements, conversion is a
very important discursive mechanism for paraphrase generation.

5.5 Support Verb Variants
As the predicate noun can be considered the center of the semantic predicate,
support verbs often present lexical variants, that is, other support verbs can be
used to construe the same noun. The selection of these variants13 is made by
the noun, which keeps the same overall meaning, and the same distributional
constraints on their arguments. Generic (also called elementary support verbs,
12 The asterisk ‘*’ before the verb form (∗levou (‘took’)) signals the sentence unacceptability, while the question mark ‘ ?’ (?recebeu (‘received’)) indicates doubtful acceptability.
13 Even though lexical/stylistic variants are also support verbs, they may feature syntactic
properties of their own, so a detailed description is in order.
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with broad lexical distribution, i.e. selected by a large number of predicate
nouns) include fazer (‘do’ or ‘make’), ter (‘have’), dar ‘give’, estar Prep (‘be
Prep’), ser (‘be’) and ser de (‘be of’).
The set of variants was also deemed an important feature to distinguish
semantically homogeneous subsets of the lexicon of predicate nouns, such as
those designating violent actions (Baptista, 2004). Most of these nouns accept
Conversion (see Section 5.4), using the verbs dar (‘give’) and pregar (‘throw’)
in the standard (active-like) construction: O Pedro deu/pregou um murro ao
João (‘Pedro gave/throw a punch to João’ = ‘Pedro punched João’); while
selecting the apanhar (‘get’) e levar (‘take’) in the converse construction O
João apanhou/levou um murro do Pedro (‘João got/received a punch from
Pedro’).
In some cases, either the support verb or the set of its variants is so
predicate-specific, that it can be used to delimit semantically coherent subsets of the lexicon. This is the case of cometer (‘commit’), used as a variant of
the support verb fazer (‘do’ or ‘make’), which is primarily used for predicates
designating crimes or other unlawful deeds, such as in O Pedro cometeu um
crime/roubo/pecado horrível (‘Pedro committed a horrible crime/theft/sin’).
It is also the case of the support verb praticar (‘practice’), used for predicates
designating sports, such as in O Pedro pratica atletismo/futebol/karaté/natação/yoga (‘Pedro practices athletics/football/karate/swimming/yoga’).
Within the variants of an elementary/generic support verb, two main types
can be identified: (i) stylistic variants, such as those shown above for fazer (‘do’
or ‘make’) and dar (‘give’); and (ii) aspectual variants, that is, support verbs
who introduce an aspectual nuance when contrasted with the elementary support verb. Examples of the later are, for the support verb fazer (‘do’ or ‘make’),
iniciar (‘begin’/‘initiate’), continuar/prosseguir (‘continue’/‘proceed with’) or
terminar/concluir (‘end’/‘conclude’), such as in O Pedro fez/iniciou/continuou/prosseguiu com/concluiu/terminou a transferência bancária (‘Pedro made/begun/initiated/continued/proceeded with/ended/concluded the banking
transfer’). For ter (‘have’), one can find ganhar (‘gain’), manter (‘keep’) or
perder (‘lose’) as aspectual variants, such as in O Pedro ganhou/manteve/perdeu a esperança (‘Pedro gained/grew/kept/lost hope’).
Finally, an important feature, specific to predicate noun constructions and
also directly bearing on the study of paraphrasing mechanisms within the language, consists of the fact that many predicate nouns can be construed with
more than one elementary support verb (Gross, 1981, 33 ff.), while maintaining
the same core of meaning and (largely) the same distributional constraints. For
example, the noun festinha (‘caress’) can select both support verbs fazer (‘do’
or ‘make’) and dar (‘give’), such as in O Pedro fez/deu uma festinha à Joana
(‘Pedro did/gave a caress to Joana’). Some of these often paired constructions
include ser de/ter, such as in O Pedro é de/tem uma grande coragem (‘Pedro
is of/has a great courage’); estar com/ter, such as in O Pedro está com/tem
muito frio (‘Pedro is with/has much cold = Pedro is cold’). These independent (but semantically equivalent) constructions may show specific syntactic
properties (Ranchhod, 1990, 168–172), and so they require independent de-
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scription. Though they can map into each other in a relatively regular way,
these pairings are not systematic, and must be established for each noun.
One of the major findings of the study of predicate nouns with ser de (‘be
of’) was the absence of stylistic and aspectual variants. Even the inchoactive
auxiliary verb tornar-se (‘become’), often a substitute for ser (‘be’) in other
contexts, is seldom observed. On the contrary, these predicate nouns may
have equivalent constructions with other elementary support verbs, mostly ter
(‘have’), as in the sentence O Hugo é de/tem uma grande coragem (‘Hugo is
of/has a great courage’); or haver (‘there be’), as in Há no Hugo uma grande
coragem (‘There is a great courage in Hugo’); and, more rarely, with fazer (‘do’
or ‘make’), as in O Hugo é de uma certa gentileza para com a Eva (‘Hugo is of
a certain kindness to/towards Eva’), which can be considered a paraphrase14
of O Hugo fez uma gentileza para com a Eva (‘Hugo did a certain kindness to
Eva’).
In constructions headed by adjectives, the copula verb supporting the adjective may also be replaced by other auxiliary copula verb, resulting in paraphrase generation. For example, the predicate adjective perdido (‘lost’) can
be supported both by an elementary copula verb, in this case estar (‘be’)
[Pred-Adj=estar], and specific aspectual verbs denoting an equivalent meaning, namely andar (‘go’) [Pred-Adj=andar]. So, estar perdido (‘be lost’) and
andar perdido (‘go lost’) are paraphrases. The ambiguity exists in both sentences, where perdido (‘lost’) can be used to express a physical or psychological
state or condition.

5.6 Nominalizations
An important source for the analysis of paraphrastic relations among sentences
is Nominalization, that is, equivalence relation between sentences with a predicate noun and a support verb, on one hand, and a verb or an adjective (and
its auxiliary verb), on the other hand. The study of nominalizations within
the transformational framework can be traced back to Harris (1964). In his famous example, the author proposes an elementary transformation to establish
the paraphrastic equivalence between sentences like O Pedro estuda eclipses
(‘Pedro studies eclipses’) = O Pedro faz estudos sobre eclipses (‘Pedro makes
studies on eclipses’).
For the most part, the predicate nouns with the support verb ser de correspond to the nominalization of adjectival constructions, such as O Pedro foi de
uma grande crueldade para com o João (‘Pedro was of a great cruelty towards
14 To be precise, the ser de construction expresses not only a human quality, but it also
characterizes the attitude or a gesture from the subject towards the human complement,
e.g. A atitude/o gesto do Pedro foi de uma certa gentileza (‘Pedro’s attitude/gesture is of
a certain kindness’). On the other hand, the sentence with fazer is not strictly semantically
equivalent, as the paraphrase involves a regular meaning difference, where the expression of
a human quality is, at least, not so obvious, and only the second interpretation of the ser
de construction is kept. They can be treated as approximate paraphrases and the difference
is systematic.
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João’) = O Pedro foi muito cruel para com o João (‘Pedro was very cruel to
João’). More rarely, a verbal construction can be found: O Pedro foi de uma
grande compaixão para com o João (‘Pedro was of (=had) a great compassion
for João’) = O Pedro compadeceu-se do João (‘Pedro took pity on João’).
It should be noticed, however, that the lexical-morphological relation between a predicate noun and a verb or between a noun and an adjective is
necessary but insufficient to establish a nominalization with a transformational status. Not only the meaning of the sentences being related must be the
same, but the distributional constraints of the predicate noun on its argument
domain must be similar. Establishing such paraphrastic status requires highly
granular, and systematic linguistic description. For example, consider the verb
contar (‘to count’) and its multiple word senses (‘to count’, ‘to rely on’, etc.).
One of its senses has a nominalization with the noun conta (‘count’), which
can be used in the singular or in the (bare) plural form: O Pedro contou quantos livros tinha (‘Pedro counted how many books he had’) = O Pedro fez uma
conta/contas de quantos livros tinha (‘Pedro made the count/counts of how
many books he had’); but another verb sense, in spite of the obvious morphological relation, can not be associated with the same nominalization where
only the bare plural form exists O Pedro contou com o João para esta tarefa
(‘Pedro counted on João for this task’) = O Pedro fez *a conta/contas com o
João para esta tarefa (‘Pedro made the count/counts on João for this task’).
Hence, for each predicate noun, the corresponding nominalizations (verbs and
adjectives) must be (and have been) provided in the lexicon-grammar table.
Concerning adjectival constructions, several 3-tuples involving adjective,
noun and verb, morphologically and syntactically related constructions were
found to be related by nominalization. For example, the predicate adjective
isolado (‘isolated’), and the predicate noun isolamento (‘isolation’) are morphologically related to the predicate verb isolar-se (‘isolate (oneself)’). The
predicate adjective is supported by the copula verb estar (‘be’), such as in O
Pedro está isolado (‘Pedro is isolated’), or its aspectual variants like continuar
(‘remain’), such as in O Pedro continua isolado (‘Pedro remains isolated’);
the predicate noun can be supported also by the verb estar (‘be’), such as
in O Pedro está em isolamento (‘Pedro is in isolation’). However, it should
be noticed that some adjectives do not have a morphologically related verb
and/or noun (Ele está cabisbaixo (‘He is crestfallen’)), while others can only
be paraphrased by a predicate noun construction, such as in Ele está faminto
= Ele tem fome ‘He is starving’ = ‘He is hungry’.

5.7 Negation Prefixes and Other Negation Devices
The insertion of negation/negative prefixes (mainly des- and in-, and rarely a-)
on predicate nouns may involve differences in the meaning and in the syntactic
proprieties of lexicon-grammar entries. Strictly speaking, and regardless of the
morphological (historical) process involved, whenever significant differences
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are found, the prefixed and the base forms should be treated as independent
lexicon-grammatical entries.
The nouns accepting these prefixes were collapsed as a single entry, as in
Este fenómeno é de uma certa (in-)vulgaridade (‘This phenomenon is of a certain (un-)usualness/uniqueness’); while nouns for which no transformational
(syntactic-semantic) relation could be established were kept as distinct entries, as in O Pedro é de uma certa (*in-)vulgaridade para com o João (‘Pedro
was of a certain (*un-)usualness towards João’ = ‘Pedro was offensive/had
rude manners towards João’). The paraphrastic relation between the surface
(base) constructions and the derived noun can thus be exploited, as this paper
suggests, in several applications.
A complementary but analytical form of negation involves the expression
falta de ‘lack of’ (about 140 nouns in the ser de (‘be of’) constructions);
it also applies to predicate nouns with the support verb ter (‘have’); most
of these predicates express human qualities/attributes, such as in O Pedro
é de/tem uma (falta de) memória prodigiosa (‘Pedro is of/has a prodigious
(lack of) memory’). Naturally, this only occurs with nouns with a positive
polarity, like coragem (‘courage’); predicate nouns with a negative polarity, like
cobardia (‘cowardice’), do not accept this construction: O Pedro é de/tem uma
certa (*falta de) cobardia (‘Pedro is of/has some (*lack of) cowardice’). This
relation provides a formal base for this semantic distinction, not always easy
to determine, and it can be seen as an alternative mechanism to prefixation,
being particularly apt for nouns that, for lexical, morphotactic, phonotactic
or historical reasons, do not accept the negative prefixes. Negation with falta
de (‘lack of’) has also been systematically encoded in the lexicon-grammar.

5.8 Appropriate Nouns and Noun Phrase Restructuring
In many cases, a complex NP is found as the subject of the sentence with ser
de (‘be of’). The head of such subject NP is also a predicate noun and it may
be present along with its arguments, particularly its semantic/notional ‘subject’ argument, in the form of a prepositional phrase (PP) introduced by the
preposition de (‘of’): [A disposição destes objetos] é de uma certa assimetria
(‘The placement of these objects is of a certain asymmetry’). A NP restructuring operation (Guillet and Leclère, 1981) is then found, which splits the
noun phrase into two distinct constituents: (i) the head of the PP becomes
the sentence subject, while (ii) the predicate noun (formerly the head of the
subject NP) is moved to a new PP, usually at the end of the sentence; thus,
this operation relates more closely the semantic ‘subject’ of the predicate noun
to the sentence’s main predicate, while downgrading the predicate noun to a
peripheral position in the sentence: [Estes objetos] são de uma certa assimetria [na sua disposição] (‘These objects are of a certain asymmetry in their
placement’). In the new PP, the reference of the possessive determiner (sua
(‘their’), in the example) is constrained, and it has to refer to the subject of
the predicate noun; obviously, this possessive cannot be derived from a free
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PP, non-correferent to the subject. The semantic roles of the elements are
kept exactly the same in spite of the formal changes the sentence undergoes.
An appropriate relation, in the sense of Harris (1976, pp. 113–115), usually
exists between the predicate noun in the subject position and the sentence’s
main predicate, which explains this transformation, as well as the possibility
of zeroing the restructured PP without losing information. Estes objetos são
de uma certa assimetria (na sua disposição) (‘These objects are of a certain
asymmetry (in their placement)’). The predicate noun is, then, considered to
be in an appropriate position, i.e., it is the most likely noun to appear as an
argument of the main predicate, thus contributing little or nothing to the information conveyed by the sentence, hence it may be zeroed. By establishing
the paraphrastic relation, the lexicon-grammar keeps track of the operatorargument semantic relations between the NP head (a predicate noun) and its
argument(s).
Human intransitive adjectives used in appropriate noun constructions are
also a rich source of paraphrastic units. For example, the sentence Os comentários do Pedro foram moderados (‘Pedro’s comments were moderated’)
includes an appropriate noun comentários. This noun can be found both in
the subject position os seus comentários (‘his comments’) [N-App-Adj] or after the adjective, through this restructuring transformational process: O Pedro
foi moderado nos seus comentários (‘Pedro was moderated in his comments’)
[Pred-Adj]. In both constructions, the appropriate noun can be reduced, and
the subject be represented only by the proper noun: O Pedro foi moderado
(‘Pedro was moderated’), or corresponding pronoun: Ele foi moderado (‘He
was moderated’) [N-App=θ].

5.9 Manner Sub-clauses Restructuring
An interesting distributional constraint regards the subject NPs with manner
operator nouns (Gross, 1975) forma, maneira and modo (‘manner’/‘way’) (in
Brazilian Portuguese, there is also the operator noun jeito ‘idem’). These operators can be construed with an infinitive sub-clause complement introduced
by the preposition de (‘of’): A forma/a maneira/o modo de o Pedro fazer isso
é de uma arrogância impressionante (‘The way of Pedro doing this is of an
impressive arrogance’); or a pseudo-relative, finite clause, introduced by the socalled interrogative adverb como (‘how’): A forma/a maneira/o modo como o
Pedro faz isso é de uma arrogância impressionante (‘The way how Pedro does
this is of an impressive arrogance’). When the predicate noun accepts these
operator nouns, theses sentences are used to qualify the way a process takes
place or the manner is which an action is performed, rather than expressing
the attributes of a person or an object.
A similar NP restructuring, as seen in Section 5.8, operates on these manner
constructions, splitting the complex NP, extracting the subject of the subordinate clause to the subject of the predicate noun and leaving the operator
noun as a PP manner complement: O Pedro é de uma arrogância impression-
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ante em_a forma/a maneira/o modo de fazer isso (‘Pedro is of an impressive
arrogance in the way of doing that’) = O Pedro é de uma arrogância impressionante em_a forma/a maneira/o modo como faz isso (‘Pedro is of an
impressive arrogance in the way [he] does that’). Notice, again, that the zeroed subject of the subordinate clause resulting from the NP restructuring is
obligatorily co-referent of the ‘extracted’ subject of the predicate noun.
5.10 Reduction to Noun Adjunct
Another interesting property of ser de (‘be of’) nominal constructions arises
from the fact that they do not yield complex NPs, like, for example, the predicate nouns built with fazer (‘do’ or ‘make’) or ter (‘have’). On the contrary, being for the most part nominalizations of adjectival predicates, and being introduced by preposition de (‘of’), these predicate nouns can function as an adnominal adjunct of a common noun: O Pedro é um rapaz /homem/indivíduo/tipo
de uma certa arrogância (‘Pedro is a boy/man/individual/guy of a certain
arrogance’), most likely obtained from the reduction of complex sentence with
a relative clause: O Pedro é um rapaz /homem/indivíduo/tipo # que é de uma
certa arrogância (‘Pedro is a boy/man/individual/guy # that is of a certain
arrogance’).
5.11 Transformations of Nationality, Affiliation, and Membership Adjectives
Adjectives that describe nationality, affiliation and membership relations are
also a source of paraphrases, as illustrated in the the following examples: de
origem portuguesa (‘of Portuguese origin/roots’) = portugueses (‘Portuguese’)
= de Portugal (‘from Portugal’); benfiquistas (‘Benfica fans’) = do Sport Lisboa e Benfica (‘fans of Sport Lisboa e Benfica’). These adjectives can modify a
specific set of appropriate nouns (e.g. origin, nationality, place of birth, ethnicity or (human) race), which can always be reduced: Os indivíduos de origem
portuguesa (‘Individuals of Portuguese origin’) = Os portugueses (‘The Portuguese’). Moreover, these adjectives can also fill the head of a noun phrase,
by removing the generic human noun they modify: Os indivíduos portugueses
(‘The Portuguese individuals’) = Os portugueses (‘The Portuguese’). In addition, these adjectives can be paraphrased by a nominal complement where
the morphologically related noun is introduced by the preposition de, such as
in Os adeptos benfiquistas (‘The Benfica(n) adepts’) = Os adeptos do Benfica
(‘The supporters/fans of Benfica’).
5.12 Cross-Constructions
Some intransitive adjectives, particularly the ones denoting negative properties, such as idiota (‘idiot’), may occur in cross-constructions, where the adjective fills the head of a noun phrase. In this case, cross constructions can be
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paraphrased by both a regular copula construction, such as O idiota do Pedro
(‘The idiot of Pedro’) = O Pedro é idiota (‘Pedro is idiot’), and an indefinite
construction O idiota do Pedro (‘The idiot of Pedro’) = O Pedro é um idiota
(‘Pedro is an idiot’), with identical meaning. As described below, in indefinite
constructions, the adjective is preceded by an indefinite article.
5.13 Indefinite Constructions
Some human intransitive adjectives can superficially fill the head of a noun
phrase. This analysis is based on the fact that it is always possible to reconstruct the human noun to which the adjective is related to. For example, the
sentences és um indivíduo estúpido (‘you are a stupid person’) and és um estúpido (‘you are (a) stupid (one)’) are paraphrases. In this case, the human
generic noun is elided and, by consequence, the adjective appears after the
indefinite article. As previously mentioned, the adjective can also be used in
an ordinary predicative construction where the determiner (indefinite article)
is not present. So, ele é estúpido (‘he is fool’) may function as a paraphrase
of both the sentence where the noun phrase contains the generic human noun
indivíduo (‘person’/‘guy’) and the sentence where it was elided.
6 Integration of the Lexicon-Grammar Resources
Our first experiments integrating lexicon-grammars into Port4NooJ envisaging improving its paraphrasing capabilities started arbitrarily with integrating
the lexicon-grammar of human intransitive adjectives, followed by integrating
the lexicon-grammar of predicate nouns that occur with the support verb fazer
(‘do’ or ‘make’) and, then, with the support verb ser de (‘be of’). This integration is a two-step process. In the first step, the lexicon-grammar tables are
converted semi-automatically into a NooJ standalone dictionary, and, in the
second step, paraphrasing grammars are created manually given the transformational properties formalized in those grammars.
As referred in Mota et al (2015), which describes the detailed process of
integrating the lexicon-grammar tables of human intransitive adjectives into
Port4NooJ, the new standalone dictionary of human intransitive adjectives
includes 5,151 entries, corresponding to 4,138 different adjectives. Given that
only 26% of the adjectives formalized in the lexicon-grammar tables existed
initially in Port4NooJ, the number of different adjectives in Port4Nooj increased about 50%. Table 5 shows the distribution of adjectives in the new
standalone lemma dictionary by table attribute sorted by the most frequent
attribute in the dictionary.
Some tables include information about the nouns and/or verbs morphological and semantically related to those adjectives. The derivation between the
adjective and the noun or verb was automatically assigned from the already
existing derivation paradigms in Port4NooJ. In cases where the derivation did
not exist, new derivational descriptions (1,202) were created.
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A dictionary of toponyms with 676 entries was derived from the adjectival entries marked with the attribute +Table=SAN, which marks geographical
adjectives that are derived from country names or other toponyms. Each toponym includes the attribute =Adj, which is assigned the adjective derived
from that toponym, and also the attribute +TopDET, which is assigned the
determiner that most likely occurs before the toponym.
Norte da Europa,N+Top+TopDET=o+Adj=nórdico
Tunísia,N+Top+TopDET=a+Adj=tunisino

This dictionary does not distinguish types of toponym, but that information can be inferred from the corresponding adjective properties. For example,
tunisino (‘Tunisian’) has the attribute +NclassPnacionalidade, but nórdico
(‘Nordic’) does not, which means that Tunísia (‘Tunisia’) is a country, but
Norte da Europa (‘North Europe’) is not:
tunisino,A+FLX=ALTO+AN+des+EN=Tunisian+Table=SAN
+Nhum+Vcopser+Vcoptornarse+UMNclas+UmModif
+NclassPserde+NclassPorigem+NclassPnacionalidade
+NclassPnaturalidade+NAdj+DRV=A2NTop491:HOLANDA
+TopDET=a
nórdico,A+FLX=ALTO+Table=SAN+Nhum+Vcopser+UMNclas
+UmModif+NclassPserde+NclassPorigem+NclassPnatu
ralidade+NAdj+DRV=A2NTop361:CANADA+TopDET=o

27% of SAN adjectives are indeed derived from country names. A first set
of grammars was constructed to extend eSPERTo’s paraphrastic knowledge.
These grammars recognize and generate paraphrases of (i) constructions involving patronymic adjectives, (ii) characterizing indefinite constructions, (iii)
the possibility of alternating the copula verbs ser (‘be’) and estar (‘be’) with
other aspectual variants, and (iv) cross constructions.
The integration of the lexicon-grammar tables formalizing the properties
of nominal predicates into Port4Nooj is still currently underway, but some of
the initial integration challenges can be found in Mota et al (2018). Out of
the 17 lexicon-grammar tables formalized by Chacoto (2005), 14 have been
already integrated in Port4NooJ. For now, the 3 tables that formalize medical technical terms were left out for a second stage. The first attempt to
convert the tables into a standalone Port4NooJ dictionary resulted in 5,998
nominal entries, corresponding to 1,610 different noun lemmas. Most entries
already existed in Port4NooJ (63%), which corresponds to about a 5% increase in nominal entries in Port4NooJ from 11,719 different noun lemmas in
the previous version of Port4NooJ (i.e., before removing entries corresponding
to nominal predicates that are nominalizations). Table 1 shows the distribution of nominal predicates in the lemma dictionary by table attribute sorted
by the most frequent table assigned.
With regards to the integration of the predicate nouns that occur with
the support verb ser de (‘be of’), one of the major challenges was related to
the overlap with the noun entries in Port4NooJ (50% of the predicate nouns
already existed in Port4NooJ), a problem that is being addressed since we
started integrating the lexicon-grammar with the support verb fazer (‘do’ or
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‘make’). Consolidating information from an old entry and the lexicon-grammar
table is far from a perfect solution and it needs thorough revision. The other
challenge is that 55% of the cases where predicate nouns are linked to equivalent adjectival constructions, the adjectives are homographs of human intransitive adjectives (HIA) already formalized in the lexicon-grammar of HIA. This
is a new problem, as adjectives equivalent to predicate nouns are being treated
by derivation. We are unsure about how to harmonize those derived entries
with the HIA entries and have not started to tackle the problem.
The integration of the predicate nouns with the support verb ser de (‘be
of’) resulted in a standalone dictionary with 2.132 predicate nouns corresponding to 1.376 different noun lemmas (Mota et al, 2019). Additionally, 797 entries
await revision of inflectional codes of derived adjectives or have format problems that must be fixed before adding them to the final dictionary. Although
we have preliminary versions of the standalone dictionaries of predicate nouns
that occur with fazer (‘do’ or ‘make’) and ser de (‘be of’) still to be reviewed,
we initiated the process of using the information in the lexicon-grammar tables of these constructions to generate paraphrases. Firstly, Port4NooJ grammars already paraphrase constructions involving support verbs (for example,
paraphrasing the verbal construction with the nominal construction and viceversa, or alternation between the support verb and other stylistic or aspectual
verbs). Grammars are being updated with attributes from the new tables and
are also being extended to take into account the generation of paraphrases
involving this type of constructions. Secondly, the grammars created to generate paraphrases of an active into a passive construction and vice-versa were
only paraphrasing sentences involving a verbal predicate. We are modifying
these grammars to enable them to generate paraphrases of nominal predicates
in sentences and (complex) noun phrases. With the new set of resources, we
started developing new grammars to generate paraphrases of equivalent constructions based on specific properties formalized in the lexicon-grammar tables described in this paper. Some of those grammars enable the establishment
of correct paraphrastic relations between constructions using the negative prefix PfxNeg or other forms of negation, such as Não tenho dinheiro (‘I have no
money’) and constructions with the property Negfaltade, as in Tenho falta
de dinheiro (‘I have lack of money’).

7 Preliminary Evaluation of the Lexicon-Grammar Resources
As mentioned in Section 2, in the scope of the project eSPERTo, we are are
starting to study variety adaptation (or conversion) of paraphrastic units between Portuguese varieties. The corpus that we are using is the e-PACT corpus (Barreiro and Mota, 2017), which is comprised of 2,669 pairs of aligned
sentences of Portuguese from Portugal and Portuguese from Brazil. All those
aligned sentences were extracted from the COMPARA Portuguese-English
bilingual corpus (Santos and Inácio, 2006). The extracted pairs resulted from
querying COMPARA with the adjectives marked as human intransitive; words
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marked with support verbs (VSUP), which are added to adjectives and nouns
that accept a construction with a support verb; and other predicate nouns.
The query list was comprised of 186,150 words.
In the e-PACT corpus, 30% of the sentence pairs (802) were annotated
contrasting semantically identical multiwords, phrases, and expressions in Portuguese from Portugal and Portuguese from Brazil, which resulted in the Gold
CLUE4Paraphrasing, a set of 26,101 paraphrastic unit pairs. To evaluate the
lexicon-grammar resources within eSPERTo, we are using the 801 sentences of
Portuguese from Portugal to create the Gold CLUE4Paraphrasing. The size of
the corpus is comparable to the corpus built by Cohn et al (2008) to develop
and evaluate paraphrase systems for English. It offers the opportunity to compare results between paraphrases in Portuguese from Portugal and Portuguese
from Brazil. The efforts of evaluating the results produced by eSPERTo can
be coordinated so that they will enable, on the one hand, the enrichment
of information in the Gold Clue4Paraphrasing, and, on the other hand, the
information in the corpus can be used to check recall.
As a first step to establish a baseline for the future and establish a methodology for evaluation, we split the first 100 sentences of the 30% e-PACT corpus
subset and distribute them among the authors of this paper (each author evaluated a set of 20 paraphrases). On those 100 sentences, 90 expressions were
identified, generating 155 paraphrases. On average, each expression generated
1.74 paraphrases. The identified expressions had 1 paraphrase (54 cases), 2
paraphrases (30 cases), or 6 paraphrases (6 cases). From the 155 paraphrases
generated, only 39 expressions (25%) were considered correct within the context in which they occur.
If one considers the cases where the expression can not be rephrased with
any of the paraphrastic suggestions offered by eSPERTo, the most typical errors found include: (i) expressions with different semantics, such as *ninguém
ainda [reparou] nele = ninguém ainda [fez reparação] nele (‘nobody noticed
him’ = nobody made a repair on him’). In the corpus sentence, the verb
reparar (‘notice’) does not accept the paraphrase fazer uma reparação (‘make
a repair’); (ii) a different part-of-speech was identified as a verb, because the
grammars are applied without text disambiguation being run first, so, in para
cada [teste] (‘for each test’), the word teste (‘test’) is incorrectly identified as
the predicate noun form of the verb testar (‘test’) and replaced by the equivalent nominal construction with the support verb fazer (‘do’ or ‘make’), which
is incorrect in this specific context; (iii) the sequence of auxiliary verb and
main verb was not identified as an expression and consequently the auxiliary
verb was paraphrased, such as in [passou] despercebido (‘it went unoticed’),
where the auxiliary verb passar (‘go’) is incorrectly identified as the predicate
and replaced by the equivalent nominal construction with the support verb
fazer (‘make’); (iv) the subject of the predicate adjective does not correspond
to a human noun, as required in the grammar describing such constructions,
like in the sentence A sugestão fora trocista (‘The suggestion was mocking’),
which results from the fact that no checking on the head of the noun phrase
is being done to verify if it is of a human type.
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Even when the paraphrases are semantically valid, the following errors may
still occur: (i) the predicate noun should be in the plural form in the paraphrase
não está acostumado a viajar de avião (‘(he) is not used to travel by plane’) /
não está acostumado a fazer viagem de avião (‘(he) is not used to make the trip
by plane’), more precisely não está acostumado a fazer viagens de avião (‘(he)
is not used to make trips by plane’); (ii) the determiner and the preposition
are missing when rephrasing the verb with the nominal construction with
the support verb fazer (‘do’ or ‘make’), such as in Um colega declarara =
*Um colega fizera declaração (‘a colleague declared’ = *‘a colleague made
declaration’) instead of Um colega fizera a declaração a/de.
Most errors found are due to underdeveloped grammars (i.e., in a early
stage) that require more sophisticated iterations to be reliably applicable to
texts. Many of those errors can easily be handled locally on the paraphrasing
grammar, adding properties such as [+Hum], or adding the determiner and the
preposition. Others, depend on disambiguation or on the PoS-tagged corpus.
The next steps to be taken to improve our resources will be to fine tune
our grammars and dictionaries according to the results obtained after applying
the resources to the corpus for the first time, and evaluate them on the same
sentences again. It is also important to increase our corpus with 461 sentences
more, splitting them among the 5 authors of this paper (on a total of 70% of
801 sentences). The process should be repeated, the resources improved and
evaluated, and then tested on the remaining 240 sentences. Finally, those 240
sentences will be evaluated by each author to assess inter-annotator agreement.
We can opt for randomly choosing two of them to calculate the agreement
statistic proposed by Cohn et al (2008) or to calculate the agreement among
more than two annotators as discussed by Artstein and Poesio (2008).

8 Conclusions and Future Work
Port4NooJ includes resources that incorporate a wide range of linguistic knowledge, e.g., lexicon-grammar tables created to interact with expert-crafted largecoverage dictionaries and local grammars, and other linguistic resources, such
as dictionaries of multiword units, a matter which warrants more attention in
future papers. In comparison to other available public resources, Port4NooJ offers two strong competitive advantages, its bilingual nature and the integration
of syntactic-semantic knowledge associated to each entry, characteristics that
make possible its use in complex natural language processing tasks, such as in
the generation of paraphrases and translations (or multilingual paraphrases).
This paper described the new components of the Port4NooJ module. These
components are fairly autonomous, but further integration is required to fully
take advantage of the several combined modules. We also included the process
and results of integrating lexicon-grammar tables that formalize the properties
of predicate noun constructions with the support verbs fazer (‘do’ or ‘make’),
ser de (‘be of’), and the human intransitive adjectives. This ongoing process
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is only complete after consolidation of linguistic information in Port4NooJ
dictionaries and grammars.
We will continue the integration work by creating all the necessary grammars to process the constructions formalized in the lexicon-grammar tables
at stake. After completion of this integration task, we intend to revise and
evaluate the new resources in distinct applications. In the near future, we
plan to continue integrating and adapting additional lexicon-grammars, like
the constructions with estar (‘be’) Prep formalized by Ranchhod (1990), as
these are also a rich resource for paraphrase generation. After including the
lexicon-grammar tables available for Portuguese from Portugal, we will include existing ones for Portuguese from Brazil. We also plan to expand our
tests to terminology, initially to health terms that co-occur with support verb
constructions, such as fazer uma endoscopia (‘do an endoscopy’), as we wish
to generate paraphrases of technical versus non-expert expressions.
Given the fruitful implementation results obtained so far, further peer
collaboration aims at creating synergies between individual researches, and
enhancing their potential to address more complex challenges in paraphrase
generation tasks.
The development of Port4NooJ represents an attempt to address scarceness
of resources with the level of linguistic detail that is suitable for applications,
such as paraphrasing (as stressed in this paper), and translation. In spite of our
integration efforts and commitment in achieving an improved collective quality
set of resources, there are still challenges to face and problems to address, such
as revision and enhancement of the resources, identifying correctly Portuguese
varieties, generate and identify paraphrases of technical versus non-expert expressions. At last, a thorough evaluation of the resources when used in context
is a much required task.
With the new resources, we envisage to improve our paraphrasing capabilities by integrating additional lexicon-grammar tables that allow the generation
of language strings. With the full integration of publicly available resources,
Port4NooJ will become a more complete, complex and dynamic library of linguistic resources for the description of Portuguese. It will allow to enlarge and
improve the quality of the resources behind natural language processing applications such as eSPERTo, but be useful in several tasks and applications that
require paraphrase identification and generation.
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